Scrappy Shuffle Quilt

For a nice lap size quilt, cut 6 coordinating strips of fabric 6.5 inches by width of fabric. Open the strips out and trim off the selvages. Cut each strip into multiple widths. I cut my strips into five different pieces of 4, 6, 8, 10 and 14.5 inches as diagramed.

Shuffle the fabric pieces and arrange into 6 new vertical rows with each row having a 4, 6, 8, 10 and 14.5 inch piece of fabric. Add coordinating fabric pieces measuring 2.5 by 6.5 inch to each row to make your quilt longer. Add borders as desired. The quilt pictured has a 3/8 inch flange, 2 inch inner border and a 6 inch outer border resulting in a 54 by 60 inch quilt.

To make the quilt larger just add more fabric strips and shuffle away.

Use 5” strips to make a baby shuffle quilt that measures 27 by 40 without the additional 2 1/2 coordinating fabric pieces. Add borders to make the quilt the desired size.

This is a really easy quilt for new quilters since there are very few seams you have to match.

**Hint:** Use your phone to take a picture of the layout before you start sewing. It is really easy to get pieces out of order for this quilt. It is okay to have two of one fabric in a row just arrange the pieces to please yourself.